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Bus #96 may be eliminated
by SCOTT DAMELIN
Daily Editorial Board

Tufts graduate in El
Salvador abducted
Union activist later released,
doubts remain about safety

The Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority is proposing
a consolidation of the Bus #96
and Bus #94 mutes into one route,
effectively eliminating a direct
bus route from the Tufts campus
into Harvard Square, according
to MBTA spokesman Peter Diamond.
Currently, the #96 route travels from Medford Square via
George Street and Davis Square
to its final destination at the
Harvard Square station.
m e #94 mute starts at Medford
Square, travels through West
Medford and Medford Hillside
and ends at Davis Square. There
are bus stops along the Boston
and College avenue sides of the
campus for both routes.
The consolidated route would
only include only the route of the
#94 bus, without a continuance
to Harvard Square.
In order to reach Harvard
Square under the proposed route
change, students would have to
walk to Davis Square and take
the subway, or take the #94 route
to Davis Square and then catch
the subway.
Both systems will cost more
than the basic 50 cent fare currently charged for the direct #96
see MBTA, page 10

by ANNA GEORGE
Daily Editorial Board

Mark Anner, a 1986 Tufts
graduate participating in union
activism in El Salvador, was arrested earlier this week by the
National Treasury Police. Anner
was released yesterday, according to the U.S. Embassy in El
Salvador,but doubts remain about
his safety.
Greg Haas of the Central
American SolidarityAssociation
said that Anner and nine other
union activists, including Anner’s
housemate Marisol Diez Tovar,
were taken from their homes in
Barrio 2, of Soya Pango, El Salvador at 8:30 Monday morning.
When they learned of his
abduction, local groups, lawmakers and members of the Tufts
community began coordinating
efforts to pressure the El Salvadoran government for Anner ’s
release, which was confirmed
yesterday evening.
Francisco Palmeri of the U.S.
Embassy in San Salvador told
the Daily at 7 p.m. yesterday that
Anner had been released and was
fine, but he said that Anner had
asked that no further information

be given out about him.
“There is a chance he hasn’t
been released, but since it’s good
news we’re going to believe it,”
said Haas.
“At this point, no one has
actually heard from him. We’re
still concerned about his safety,”
said Deirdre Bums, a college
friend of Anner’s and a 1986
Tufts graduate.
Palmeri would release no information about the other nine
arrested.
Haas said that no information
was available about the nine.
Friends here said that Anner had
been working for the past year
with a Salvadoran labor union
called FENASTRAS. FENASTRAS is a member organization
of the National Union of Salvadoran Workers, known in Latin
America as the UNTS.
“He was very committed to
working in Central America
against U.S. policy and for social
change in- Central America,”
Burns explained. She said that
Anner had been a political science major at Tufts specializing
in Latin American studies.

see SALVADOR, page 5

Seniors look back on IniMattapan,Habitats become homes
experience in China
a
,
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by CRAIG KONIECZKO

*

Daily Editorial Board

This article is part of a series
examining the pro-democracy
movement in the People’s Re.
public of China.

by ELEANOR KLEINMAN
ContributingWriter

This summer, Chinese students
in Beijing and other major cities
in China captured the attention
of the world community as they
demonstrated for democracy and
protested the government’s policies.
Tufts seniors Nancy Green and
Paul Karn, studying in China at
the time of the protests, were not
only foreigners observing this
historic event, but also were the
friends of students and teachers
involved in the demonstrations.
Both Green and Kam studied
at Nanjing University under the
auspices of the Council on International Education Exchange.
Each was housed with one other

American student and one Chinese student. The Chinese students had to go through a lengthy
application process in order to
live with foreign students.
Green described her living
situation as “the most invaluable
part of the program...you’re living with a Chinese peer.”
Their Personal Accounts
The demonstrations started
after the death of former CommunistParty Chief HuYao Bang,
who died on April 15. He had
been a supporter of students during protests in 1987.
“From then on, students in
Nanjing stopped going to classes
and teachers stopped teaching,”
Green said.
Close to 50 percent of Kam
and Green’steachers were graduate students who became “very
involved in the democracy movement,” according to Green.
see CHINA, page 11

In Beijing in June, a student protester flashes the victory sign
while trying to block soldiers marching into Tinanamen Square.

Members of the Tufts chapter
of Habitat were swinging pickaxes at a patch of barren ground,
attempting to transform a rocky
composite into a community garden. Sophomore Matt Ostrower,
who co-organized the Habitat
volunteer group on campus, shattered a stone that was wedged in
the gray soil. “I’ve struck gold,”
he exclaimed.
The weedy soil around the
Habitat construction site in Mattapan, where the volunteers gathered to build housing, probably
does not contain much literal gold,
as the presence of a crumbling
brick building nearby attests. Two
vacant lots run along side of
Habitat’s four bright new duplexes,
and from behind, a peeling pastel
blue cube of an apartment watches
the resourcefulness of the workers. Habitat’s patch of earth has
been transformed into a home,
complete with driveways and
carefully nurtured grass. Standing in contrast to the buildings of
four-laned Blue Hill Avenue, the
site is an enrichment to the community, both as a morale-boosting aesthetic improvementand as
a gesture of service.
The project began with Habitat Internationalof Boston,which
receives large donations from
corporations and religious groups.
Habitat International provided the
land for the new homes, but the
power for the projects comes from
volunteers who provide time,
materials, and labor for the carpenters building the project Every
Saturday morning Ostrower and
junior Rachel Wax lead Tufts
volunteers to assist the work on
the Habitat site. The objective of

the workers is simple. Depending minute busride, after which they
on a volunteer’s skills, he or she are left with a two block walk to
is assinned a duty from cleaning the worksite. Osmwer uses the

Matt Ostrower and Rachel Wax are frequent Habitats volunteers.
to carpentry to landscaping. Every one of these activities is simultaneously performed. As
pounding hammers reverberate
from the massive hollow plywood
shell of a duplex under construction, spades fold bark chips into
soil around saplings.
Pickaxes and shovels were the
main tools of the Tufts volunteer
group last Saturday. Wax extracted
a particularly large rock from the
ground, one of many to be added
to a growing pile of debris that
was forming across the street on
one of the vacant lots. “You know,
once we start building another
house over there [on the vacant
lot], we’re going to have to move
all those rocks again,” Wax said
confidently.
Before the group begins its
on Saturday
it
must
far to the OPPOslte
pole of the Red Line, to Mattspan. From the train station the
Tufts Habitat group takes a ten-

travel time to prepare himself for
the six hour workday. “I get
psyched on the way here,” said
Ostrower. “It’s always addictive.
Once I start sawing, two hours
will pass before I know it.”
Ostrower said that Tufts usually produces “ten or eleven”
see MATTAPAN, page 5
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Letters

Outrage at
incident of
sexual
harassment
To the Editor:
We would like to express our
outrage over the sexual harassment of a female Tufts studenton
the first floor of Wessel Library
on the night of Tuesday, September 12. After seating himself at
the desk beside the student, the
man proceeded to masturbate
while staring at her. The female
Tufts student became the innocent object of his inappropriate
sexuality and perversity. What is
disturbing to us is the fact that
this is not an isolated incident.
When we informed the library
staff member, we were told that
other similar incidents have occurred in the past.
We feel that the student body
has the right to be informed of
this incident and other incidents
like this which we find intolerable. This violation of a Tufts
female in the library raises the
issue of women’s safety elsewhez
on campus. With so many students living off-campus, new
safety measures should be implemented. To help increase safety
on theTufts campus, the University should sponsor a male and
female escort service to walk
students home at night, more
security guards, and more community awareness programs.

Obviously, there is a point at the author, O.R. Damslet, for
which these two rights oppose understanding the policy outlined
each other. As we try to decide in the Pachyderm under the headwhere this point lies, the prob- ing, “Freedom of Speech versus
lem becomes less clear cut. One Freedom of Harassment.” I have
argument might be that this lim- shown the policy to several stuiting of free speech will serve to dents, student senators, profeshamper Tufts’ educational proc- sors, and lawyers, and they all
ess. An attempt to allow for this fail to understand it. The only
has been made. Classrooms and consensus people seem to arrive
open forumsdo not fall under the at is that the policy is an elastic
provisions of the new policy. Are one mired in ambiguities and
these provisions enough? I don’t contradictions.
Because the policy is so vague,
know. Still, they do show that the
it
empowers
the University to
University has no intention of
impeding the learning process. curb freedom of speech whenPersonally, I would tend to doubt ever they see fit. If this oolicv is
that we will see anyone being enforced, the result will not be a
expelled for trying to partake in campus blissfully immune to
harassment, but an academic
an educational endeavor.
Then where do the restrictions wasteland. The University will
apply? The policy restrictions no longer be a free marketplace
basically apply to the common of ideas, but rather an atmosareas where a student is entitled phere of inhibition and intimidato his own privacy: such as the tion where students fail to tnily
library, the gym, or a bathroom. explore.
O.R. Damslet, however, enIn addition there cannot be any
solicitation of any kind in the dorses this policy. He contends
that the Primary Source’s “undorms.
Is this an unconstitutional thinking opposition to the polpolicy? Perhaps it is. But before icy” is expressly for the “ability
we judge too harshly, maybe we to insult others, particularly
should consider the spirit of the members of minority groups, with
policy. After all, is the purpose of impunity... If the demonstrators
. the Constitution to protect those were to succeed in their scheme,
who cause willful harm to others all that they could possibly gain
on the basis of their membership is the ability to promulgate racto a specificminority?This is the ist, sexist, and homophobic slurs
only group that the new policy around the campus.” While
Damslet contends to be an advoseeks to censor.
I am not saying that I am an cate of the university’spolicy, he
ardent supporter of this new pol- fails to see the hypocrisy in his
icy. What I am saying is that the very own statements.
By imputing ridiculous mofact that some kind of policy had
.to be enacted at all, is more up- tives upon the Primary Source
setting than the choice of policy and the Free Speech Movement,
itself.
Damslet clearly violates the sacred
policy. His statementsagainstthe
Primary Source and the F.S.M.
Steven Locke A’89
“has the reasonably foreseeable
Graduate Student
effect of interfering with another’s
participation in university activities” (Pachyderm, p. 49).
Damslet’s penalty for clearly
violating the policy “may range
from warnings to expulsion from
To the Editor:
the university” (Pachyderm, p7
We, the brotherhood of Zeta 49). If.the University does conPsi, would like to express our sider such action, which is clearly
discontent regarding the blatant justified in
its policy, Damslet
inaccuracies listed in last week’s can take solace in the fact that I
Police Log concerningthe events and the other “racist, sexist, and
of Sept. 12, 1989. Simply put, homophobic” members of the F w
the incident in question did not SDeech Movement will be the
involve any member of the Zeta first to defend his right to critiPsi Fraternity. Zeta Psi has ex- cize us.
isted at 80 Professors Row since
1855. Furthermore, no brother Micheal K. Flaherty A’90
has ever lived at 92 Professors
Row or is currently residing in (Flaherty is co-editor of the PriMiller Hall, as the report inaccu- mary Source.)
rately states. Additionally, the
Daily failed to respond to our
- requests for a just account of the
incident.
We certainly hope that the
Daily will be more responsible in
its handling of such delicate is- To the Editor:
sues, which prove to be damagI’m glad O.R. Damslet made
ing to the Greek community, and his comments - criticizing the
for which the Daily is ultimately Free Speech Movement and deliable.
fending the University’s new
speech policy -in the open forum
The Brotherhood of Zeta Psi
of a public newspaper. A newspaper, according to the new policy, is considered a Zone One -free speech area. I’d like to point
out that if Damslet made the same
almost scathingly-libelous comments to me (a participant in last
To the Editor:
week’s original FSM demonstraThis letter is in response to a tion on the quad) while in the
letter written in yesterday’s Daily Zone Three of a dormitory or
concerning the University’s free dining hall, I could now, under
speech policy and the involve- the new policy,bring a complaint
ment of the Primary Source in to the Dean of Students Office
lobbying opposition against it.

THETUFTSD~AILY
Stephen Clay

Scrutinize
speech policy
before
criticizing

b

To the editor:
I am writing in reference to
Tufts’latest issue,thefreespeech
debate. After reading the letter to
the editor from September 18th
and some of the other articles in
the Daily, I feel that some questions need to be asked. First of
all, has anyone bothered to read
the new policy? I am not saying
that I wholeheartedly support it,
but I do not think that it is fair to
criticize apolicy withoutconsidering what is says and why it was
made.
The Constitution guarantees
us, as American citizens, the right
to free speech. But we all know
that this right is not absolute.
Oliver Wendell Holmes “clear
and present danger” argument is
perhaps American history’s best
known proof of this. The new
policy, formed by the Dean of
Students Office, argues that while
we all have the right to free speech
as Americans, we also have the
right, as members of the Tufts
Community, to live free from
harassment. (The definition of
harassment is a topic unto itself.)

The newspaper
is a free speech
area

Speech policy
mired in
ambiguities

Correction: Due to an editing error in the Daily on Wednesday, Sept. 13, in the article “Police break up
parties on and off campus,”it was implied that the assault and battery ofthemorning of Friday, September
8 occurred at the Zeta Psi fraternity house. The incident occurred at 92 Professors Row, which is the
Sigma Nu fraternity house.
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The Tufts Daily is a non-profit newspaper, published Monday tirough Friday during the
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there are no paid editorial positions. The Daily is printed at Charla River Publishing. Charlestown, MA.
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Letters to the Editor Policy
We welcome1ettersfmmthereaders.Theluterspageisanopenfoxumforcampusissuesand
comments about the Daily’s coverage.
Pleaseincludeyournameandaphonenumberwhereyoucanbemtched. Wehavetobeable
to get in touch with you toverify authorshipand ask any qu&ions we have before your letter can
run. Letternshould be typed or printed on a leaer-quality printer and !;ingle-spaced.
The deadline for accepting letters is 300 pm.
Letters should addresstheTufts communityandnota particularindividual. Whiieletterscan
be’critical of an individual’s actions, they should not attack someone’s personality traits.
We cannot accept anonymous letters or pen nama except in exmme circumstances if the
Executive Board determines that there is a clear and present danger I Othe author. We eannot
accept letters about other publications regarding their coverage unless their coverage itself has
becane a newswolthy issue that has a p p e a d in the Daily.
While we accept lettersof thanks, we cannot nm leuers whose sole purpose is to publicize an
event.
Due to space limitations. letters should be no longer than 350 woids.
We reserve the right to edit letters for clarity and length or not to ”n letters.
When writers have group affiliations or hold titles or positions related to the topic of their
letter, we will note that in italics following the I-.
This is to provide .additionalinformation to
h e waders and is not intended to detract fran the letter.

Fraternity
voices complaint
. about Police Log

Janet Harrison J’91
Mala Mathur J’91
Jen Schantz J’91
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National Guard halts lootiing in
Hugo’s wake, 50,000 lose homes

SAN JUAN, Puerto Rim (AP)-- National Guardsmen with automatic rifles patrolled San Juan Tuesday to prevent looting after
Hurricane Hugo devastated the island, leaving tens of thousands of
people homeless and causing food and water shortages.
Officials said two Puerto Ricans were among rhe 25 people killed
in eastern Caribbean islands as Hugo slashed through the region
Sunday and Monday with 125 mph winds.
Gov. Rafael Hernandez Colon said, “This is a tragedy of major
proportions”and losses from the storm would amount to “hundredsof
millions of dollars. ...At least 50,000 people lost their homes or had
them severely damaged.”
Water in some areas waq reported cut off or in short supply, with
residents of poorer communities outside San Juan using buckets to
bathe or store drinking supplies.
Colon said he would ask the federal government to declare the
island, a U.S. commonwealth, a disaster area and seek immediate
relief aid.
Tree branches, shattered glass and metal sheeting littered the
streets of the capital.
E1ecaicalPower cOHe said 35 Of the
Tuesday.
see BRIEFS, page 6
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Student Profile

AIESEC inter]1 witnesses era of
political change in Poland
First in a two part series
by BRUCE SCHWARTZ
Contributing Writer

“Going to that country, at that
particular time... working for a
newspaper was amazing,” said
Tina Adolfsson when asked to
describe her summer internship.
“How many people have the
opportunity to work in Poland
when all the political and economic changes were going on?”
While American newspaper
headlines screamed of the implications of President Bush’s relief
plan, the selection of Solidarity
leader Tedeusz Mazowiecki as
Prime Minister and the formation
the first non-Communist government in Poland since World War
11, Tina Adolfsson, a senior Political science/spanish major at
Tufts University, was discussing
the effects of these events with
the Citizens of Warsaw, queuing
for groceries and editing copy for
The Warsaw Voice.
Adolfsson lived in Warsaw h m
June 30 to August 29,1989. Her
paid internship with The Warsaw
Voice, a Polish newspaper published in English, was arranged
through the Tufts University
chapterof the International Association of Students in Economics
and Business Management (AIESEC). She worked as a “clearhead” copy editorflayout assistant, and had two articles published.
“The nice thing about AIESEC is that you’re more than a
tourist,” said AdolfssonP Numerous opportunities to interact with
the Polish people was an advantage of “living in” rather than
touring Poland. “You definitely
meet more people traveling

through AIESEC than as a tourist. You meet the Polish AIESEC’ersandthe people at work,”
said Adolfsson. “You also have
more mobility. I probably couldn’t
have gone into a session of Parliament if I was with a tour group.”
Adolfsson was immersed
in Polish politics from the first
day. “When I first got there, we
drove right through a riot. There
was water in the streets from the
water cannons. A small area of
the crowd had been cleared to let
the bus through. I was kind of
nervous. They Polish hosts] were
saying ‘Nothing’s going to happen.’ Nothing happened.”
In 1981, riots like the one
Adolfsson witnessed, and the
formation of the Solidarity union
caused the Soviet Union to mobilize troops for an invasion of
Poland. A coup by General
Jaruzelski and his brutal suppression of the Solidarity
movement prevented an attack.
During her visit, Jaruzelski resigned from office after an eight
year dictatorship, “People didn’t
expect any big change. They
expected him to control things,
anyway. They weren’t surprised,”
said Adolfsson. As to the possibility of Soviet intervention in
Poland, Adolfsson calmly said,
“there was no fear of an invasion.’’
Adolfsson also observed the
food shortages indicative of the
failing economy which forced the
Communists to negotiate with
Solidarity. “The last couple of
days in July there was nothing to
buy in the stores. For the month
of July there was a price freeze.
People bought everything that
could be stored. In the end of
July, they bought everything else.
On Aug. 1, there was a change to

a free market for food products,
You didn’t need meat coupons
but almost everything doubled in
price, even ice cream,” she recalled. She noted that the only
benefits of the market economy
were that “the restaurants were
pretty empty and it was the first
day we had hot water.”
More
important
than
Jeruzelski’s resignation was the
selection of Tedeusz Mazowiecki,
a member of Solidarity, as Prime
Minister. He formed the first nonCommunist government in Poland since World War I.
“People who were surprised
with Mazowiecki. The people who
were involved with Solidanty were
really happy. They made new
posters, buttons. It was a bigger
reaction than to the resignation of
Jeruzelski,” said Adolfsson. “But
you have to keep in mind that it’s
going to be a long time before
everything can happen that people
will be really happy about. People
are not happy with just a change
ofpowerbut what thechange will
do for them.
“If they’re going to get the
help they need, the Poles have
reasoned that it’s going to come
through the United States,”
Adolfsson said, explaining America’s popularity in Poland. “They
sell Juicy Fruit by the stick and
it’s more popular than German
gum. Bush is more popular than
Gorbachev. People lined the streets
four and five people.deep to see
him. They waved American flags...
God only knows where they got
them. There were even pictures
of his last visit when he was VicePresident.”
When asked if Bush’s offer of
$59 million in assistance to Poland was considered sufficient in

I

AIESEC member Tina Adolphsson spent this summer in Poland
interning at the Warsaw Voice.
Poland, Adolfsson explained, realistically, how optimistic can
“Bush’s offer is not going to help they be?”
them in the long run. Bush’s offer
Adolfsson believes that
S
is not encouragingottier western it Will take many Y ~ before
countries to give Poland more Poland’s troubles are Solved. “The
money, which will hurt.” Poland poblems nothing thata quick
is suffering from a $39 billion fix can help. People in Poland
have no concept of how acapitalexternal debt.
Despite the economic ist system works. They do not
difficulties and political upheaval, understand service, they do not
Adolfsson reports that younger understand Profits. The students
Poles are not discouraged.‘‘PqIe are studying what happened in
were happy and optimistic. They Poland, but not studying the United
were thinking of change, but - States,” explained Adolfsson.
slowly. The elders were more “There are a whole lot of things
reserved with their optimism. But, that have to change.” *

IRadio Daze ... an alarm clock nightmare
The young woman who lives next door to me has
excellent taste in morning radio. She listens to Joe and
Andy on 98.5, WROR, the funniest talWmusic show
available on those mornings when I get up before 11:30.
It’s strange that I would know such an intimate detail
of the life of someone I met barely two weeks ago, to
whom I occasionally
say “Hi” in the hallBill Shein
way. I don’t know her
The Lighter side major, her hometown,
or anything about her
life, except that she listens to my favorite radio program.
I haven’t even been in herroom at any time of the day,
and certainly not while she’s been sleeping. Imagine me
sitting at herdesk, watching her sleep, waiting to hear the
radio come on. That would be really weird.
So how do 1know her choice of wake-up music?Well,
it seems that our single rooms are configured so that our
beds share a common wall. Don’t worry, Mom -- we’re
on opposite sides of the wall.
But her alarm clock, though on the other side of the
wall, is only about six inches from my ears. Maybe even
closer. But before last Friday, I had no idea.
How did I uncover this seemingly unimportant fact?
I know none of the interesting things about my hallmate,
such as her hobbies, favorite books, or the name of the
rabbit she took home from school over Christmas break
in the 4th grade.
All I know for certain is her name, room number and
the location of her bed. Hmmm.
The discovery of her favorite radio station and the
location of her clock-radio was made Friday morning at
precisely 8:14 a.m. To understand exactly what happened, just imagine that you are trying to sleep late. As
college students, this shouldn’t be a difficult image to
conjure. Suddenly, a radio springs to life only inches
from your head, volume on eleven. You snap up in bed,
eyes blurred and head fogged, with hair shaped by your
pillows into what looks like a hip urban chapeau.
You know the feeling. Sometimes you get it when the

phone rings while you’re asleep or if your alarm comes
on too loud. You jump up, frantic. You hit the alarm clock,
turn on the light, stand on your head ... Basically, you
don’t know if the phone is ringing or if your bed is
melting, if you are awake or dreaming. But eventually,
you reactivate your cranial synapses and figure out whether
it is the phone or the doorbell or the alarm clock.
By the way, if you find that your bed is actually
melting, you should definitely get the hell out of your
room.
Now imagine this chaos multiplied by 384, the official
chaos factor multiplier for radio alarms not located in
your room, but still close enough to wake you with
frightening effectiveness,
On this particular morning, last Friday, a radio exploded near my head. But it wasn’t just loud. It was REO
Speedwagon -- loud. “You should have seen by the look
in my eyes, baby, there was somethin’ missin’...” Yuck!
I leaped straight up in bed and turned quickly to the
clock-radio next to my bed, cursing my decision to
position it at ear level to maximize the prospects of
actually being awakened by it. Without my glasses on, I
had to bring my early morning eyes to within inches of
the wailing waking device to see if it had indeed been
turned on, and if so,to find the appropriate switch to turn
it off.
“...It’s8:14 a.m., time forouraward-winning news ...”
Unable to clear my vision, I began smacking the radio
with my palms, flipping every switch possible. The
music continued to blare. After I had managed, unintentionally, to reset the time and crack the plastic face of the
clock, it was clear that no sound was coming from it. It
was also clear that following such a beating, no sound
would ever come out of it again.
“...Resident Bush announced yesterday that he will
send American troops to Columbia only if ...”
Had I left my stereo on all night? I wondered. Still
confused, I bounced my body to the end of my bed and
stuck my nose next to the receiver. It was off.
Scared, I unplugged everything in my room. The

mysterious sound sourcecontinued to scream: “...Bennett, the drug czar, is reported to have dated Janice
Joplin while he was a graduate student...”
I kneeled on my bed, eyes darting frantically around
the room. I could feel teak forming in my eyes. The
radio droned on. “I’ve lost it,” I thought. “I’ve finally
gone completely bananas!” I turned to myself and
asked, “What do you think? Is he going crazy?”
I wondered whether I was listening to pseudo-news,
those reports you hear just as you are waking which get
mixed in with your dreams. Then you spend all day
wondering if what you heard, or thought you heard, is
true.
“ ... the President also noted that Bill Shein will lead
an expeditionary force of Army Rangers to the General
Electric clock-radio factory in Huntsville, Alabama
later this morning...”
For a moment I thought of the episode of “Gilligan’s
Island” when Gilligan received radio broadcasts in his
mouth because of a tooth filling. The scene was the
same: Music and news coming from somewhere ... but
where? I checked under each of my fillings, but found
nothing. However, I do have half an ounce of silver to
sell, and an appointment to see my dentist on Friday.
Exhausted, confused,and Certain that I was on “Candd
Camera,” I fell back onto my pillow.
The music stopped. The newscaster stopped. I figured it out almost immediately. REO Speedwagon and
a WROR newscaster had spent the night inside my
pillow.
I remained still for a few moments, hoping that my
head was suffocating the newscaster and the band that
had been hiding in my pillow. After a few minutes of
silence, I was satisfied. They were dead.
For the first time, I relaxed. The ordeal was over. I
thought of the money the National Enquirer would pay
for my story and was excited. Tired, and with a smile on
my face, I%easily
drifted back into arestful sleep. Little
did I know that my next-door neighbor had only hit the
snooze bar...

--
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Habitats volunteers inspired by immediate effects of work
Low income families from the
Boston area apply to begin ownership of their new home in Mattapan. To be considered, the
members of the family must work
and not receive unemployment
welfare. Even more importantly,
the family must prove that it is a
loving unit, and the individuals
believe in the benefits of remaining as a group. Habitat maintains
that it builds more than just homes,
it builds families. Family harmony is difficult to maintain in
any situation, but for these families, the financial struggles of life
in public housing projects have
been more than most could endure, and very few survive as
units. Those that do are sometimes given a chance to own a
home themselves, a motivation
to remain as a family with a
common goal.
“So many families, and so
littIe Habitat,” brooded Ostmwer
as he thought of the selection

MATTAPAN
continued from page 1
volunteers to make the venture to
Mattapan every Saturday morning, and he would like to receive
even more support from Tufts
students. “Realistically, I know
students have otheractivities,but
I’d like to think people could
donate some time. I think a majority of studentswould be able to
give up one Saturday a year.”
Just what is the incentive that
has pushed the Tufts Habitat group
to travel across Boston while their
peers sleep Saturday morning?
The answer becomes apparent as
one approaches the site. Flashy
chain linked fence around the
habitat plot diverts attention away
from the rusty brown of other
fences in the area to the freshly
painted brown of three hulking
duplex style homes, completed
and ready to be habitated.
Who will be the new owners?

process that chooses families best
qualified to be offered the chance
to escape public housing and move
into their own homes. Ostrower
said that over forty families had
applied for the final two openings
that were being built last Saturday morning. Once selected, the
future owners must make a down
payment in a program called Sweat
Equity. In this form of payment,
work is the currency. Each future
owner must contribute 300 hours
to the construction process, working side by side with carpenters
and volunteers.
Breaking the garden soil with
Tufts volunteers was Rene BallBurrell, who would soon begin
ownership of a Habitat-built home.
She and her family now live in
Roxbury, and she commutes to
Dorchester to work as Case
Manager at the pre-release center. “I’m not really sure why we
were chosen to be able to live
here. It was a long process, but

it’s probably because we’re a strong
family who works and is active in
the community,’’ said Ball-Burre11 of her acceptance into Habitat housing.
Because of Habitat’s work, the
wasted space of a vacant lot in
Mattapan is being used to remove
families from the disadvantages
of public housing elsewhere.
Across the street from the site
where the Habitat volunteers transformed the ground, a vacant lot
with weeds and sprawling tree
growth described the probable look
of the Habitat land before the
group reclaimed it for the community. Now where trees used to
grow in random lifestyles, a the
front lawn is graced by a maple
sapling whose growing trunk is
surrounded by a neat circle of
bark chips. This is the American
dream that has for so long eluded
the people of Roxbury’s housing
projects.
Until the new owners are se-

lected and building is complete,
the Habitat worksite will remain
in the healthy disorder of construction. The property is scattered with scraps of wood and
piles of overturned earth,evidence
of the ongoing creation. For the
children who will soon take residence, their land, their grass and
their dirt piles will be a Tonkatruck heaven. Surveying the scene
last Saturday afternoon was one
little boy who reflected, “This is
my house ... This is my house.”
His parents will have to deal
with the headaches and responsibilities of home ownership, but
the entire family will live with
the satisfaction of self-sufficiency.
For the new Habitat dwellers, the
days of public housing projects
and shady landlordsare gone. Now
there’s a mortgage. Now there’s
the motivation of owning a part
of the big brown duplexes in
Mattapan.

Abduction Part of
Government Sweep

killing off the opposition,” as the
ongoing sweep demonstrates.

Friends say Anner was committed to cause
called Coalition on Latin America, said that when they learned
of the abduction, the group
members made plans to send
telegrams to El Salvador, and
approached some of members of
the Tufts Administration in hopes
that they could somehow aid in
the release of Anner.

SALVADOR
continued from page 1
According to Haas, while he
was still in college, Annu worked
for NICA, the Nuevo Instituto
Centroamericano, and when he
graduated, he worked for a few
years in Nicaragua with NICA.
Frank Collins, a local resident
who worked with Anner in NICA,
said that Anner was in no way a
naive participant in the problems
of Central America.
“He really knew what he was
involved in and he had a deep
commitment to it,” said Collins.
“The strangest thing about his
arrest was that he was the most
typical kind of kid you would
hope to know in college.” He
added, “The fact that his life could
be threatened was kind of stunning.”
Lkal Groups Rallied to
Support Anner
Shari Turitz, of the lWts group

According to Haas, CASA had
been contacting the media, representatives and senators in the
United States and writing Telexes to the embassy in E1.Salvador and the president of El Salvador since learning of the abduction.
Haas said that his group had
learned of Anner’s release from
FENASTRAS at 5 p.m. yesterday. According to the release from
FENASTRAS, Senator Christopher Dodd, a democrat from
Anner’s home state of Connecticut, had orchestrated the release.
It was also reported in a press

release that Massachusetts senators John Kerry and Edward
Kennedy, as well as Representative Joseph Kennedy had been in
contact with the embassy in El
Salvador.
Following the abduction of
Anner’s group of ten, marchers
staged a demonstration at 3:30
p.m. advocating their release.
According to a press release from
FENASTRAS, the marchers were
teargassed and beaten by the riot
squad of the national police and
at five o’clock, they were forced
to take refuge in a church.
At eight, the police threw
teargas bombs into the church
and sixty of the emerging protesters were arrested, including
Wendy Wallas, of Putney, Vermont, another FENASTRAS
activist, according to the release.
Haas said there still had been no
word on the whereabouts of
Wallas.

,

According to Hass, this recent
Collins pointed out the irony
abduction is part of a “general that such a “patriot” as Anner,
sweep” by the El Salvadoran would be in muble with the United
government to collect activists. States-supported government of
At this point, approximately 200 El Salvador. “It is very unsettling
people had been arrested.
that someone like him could be
threatened by a product of AmeriThe El Salvadorangovernment can policy,” he said.
considers all activists to be a part
“People have the idea that if
of the Ferabundo Marti National
Liberation Front (FMLN). For you’re an American you’re safe.
the last ten years,theFMLN have I mean, it’s very likely he was,
been the main guemlla organi- released because he was an
zation fighting against the gov- American, but there’salso agood
ernment, according to Haas.
possibility that he has disappeared,” Collins said.
Under the leadershipof newly
Collins said that another
elected president Alfredo Christiani, the government began American student friend of his
negotiations last week with the had disappeared a couple of years
FMLN. Haas said that some parts ago while working in Guatemala
of the government are trying to as a journalist.
appear to be negotiating with the
FMLN, while members of the
military were ‘3ust concerned with

I

Vatican says nuns should be moved from Auschwitz
VATICAN CITY (AP) -- The
Vatican said Tuesday a convent
on the SiteoftheAuschwitzdeath
camp that has offended Jewish
groups should be moved and offered to help pay to construct a
new prayer center outside the
camp.

The statement from the Vatican’s Commission for Religious
Relations with Judaism was the
first public declaration by the
Roman Catholic Church hierarchy and clearly had the approval
of Polish-born Pope John Paul 11.
The controversy has severely

strained Catholic-Jewish relations
and resulted in a highly unusual
public split among Catholic cardinals.
In its communique, the Vatican diplomatically but firmly
rejected the position held by
Poland’s primate, Cardinal Jozef

Glemp, who has been accused of
making anti-Semitic remarks
recently and has called the proposed removal of the nuns “a
scandal.”
In New York, the World Jewish Congress hailed the Vatican’s
statement, saying it would im-
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prove Catholic-Jewish relations.
“We welcome this very important step in restoring the good
word of the church,” said Elan
Steinberg, the World Jewish
Congress’executive director. “It’s
time to move on and implement
the agreement.”
The Elie Wiesel Foundation
for Humanity issued a statement
by Wiesel in New York that said,
“While I am saddened by the
anti-Semitic remarks made by
Cardinal Glemp ...I am gratified
to know that there are Catholics
who try to understand our sensitivity, and who speak out to help
others understand as well.”
Wiesel expressed gratitude for
the Vatican statement but added,
“What is missing is a deadline.
Many of us hope that the Vatican
in another statement will offer a
timetable.”
Glemp, in Bristol, England,
said the convent may be moved
but the Jewish protests had
“touched the dignity”of the nuns
serving there.
He said he had not seen the
Vatican statement but described
it as a “forceful resolution of the
problem, and I don’t think that
would be a very positive way.”
In February 1987, Jewish and
Catholic representatives agreed
in Geneva to move the Carmelite
nunsfrom theconventattheedge
of the camp site in Poland.
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James Taylor unites crowd in benefit performance
concert featured an all acoustic
band and four back-up singers.
Daily Editorial Board
The singers (Arnold McCuller,
While the crowd ranged from Rosemary Butler, Lani Groves,
yuppies remembering years past and Jeffrey Brennan) as well as
to young girls screaming, “We the five musicians (Mark O’Conlove you J.T.!,” all were united nor on violin, Edgar Meyer on
through the mellow, familiar voice contra bass, Tom Roady on perof singer/songwriter/guitarist cussion, Jerry Douglas on dobro,
JamesTaylor.Taylor, who played and John Jarvis on piano) are all
Harvard Stadium on September nationally-known, critically-ac11, is currently on his “A Small claimed performers. Famous in
World Tour.” The Cambridge their own right, they strengthconcert, the second stop on the ened Taylor’s solo act, giving his
tour, was a benefit concert for music a lyrical, vibrant, full quality. With the mhestral background
Boston’s homeless.
Titled an “All Acoustic Eve- harmonies and rich back-up voning With James Taylor,” the cals, Taylor’s performance soared

by JILL GRINBERG

to new heights.
The artist himself, however,
was clearly in the spotlight.Taylor had a “new” look, new songs
(off his 1988 album, Never Die
Young) and was fully prepared to
impress. But the crowd, though
welcoming his reappearance from
the last time he played W a r d
Stadium in 1979, wanted the old
James Taylor. They demanded the
classics, shouting, “‘Steamroller’,
‘Steamroller’!” Taylor was not
about to leave them unsatisfied.
As the sun went down and the
stage lightsbrightened, Taylor, in
the center of it all, performed
classic after classic in that slow,

easy way his fans have come to
love. Songs like “Sweet Baby
James” and “Fire and Rain,”
played simply and clearly, were
beautiful. “You’ve Got AFriend,”
the first of Taylor’s encores,
brought the crowd together in a
manner reminiscent of a 60s peace
concert -- people linked arms,
swayed to the music, and softly
sang along with Taylor.
In such an intimate setting, it
was hard not to feel close to Taylor. He smiled shyly, clearly
embarrassed by the screams of
his young, female fans, and casually joked with the crowd, removing any barriers between art-

ist and audience. Taylor called
his younger brother, Livingston
Taylor, up on :stage to perform a
duet. His warn, open attitude
undeniably drew the crowd together.
The crowd, though united
through music and song, also came ,
together through a desire to help
the homeless.According tophilip
Mangano,dirextor of Emergency
Services in Cambridge and cocoordinator of the benefit concert, “the tickct sales and other
concert revenue will provide
homes for over 500 women, men,
and children.”

Petty fails to deliver at Great Woods
by GEOFFREY A. EDGERS
Contributing Writer

Considering that on this tour
with the Heartbreakers, Tom Peay
is playing music more designed
for the concert fowm than anytime before, it was surprisingthat
his appearance at Great Woods
on Sept. 8 can best be described
AS a-massivefailure.
Petty’s recent albums Full
Moon Fever and 1987’s Let Me
Up (I’ve Had Enough) both have
tight, catchy rock and roll sounds
which maintain a looseness that
should give the band a chance to
improvise onstage. During the
show, the looseness was there,
but instead off thriving off of it,
Petty and the Heartbreakers lulled
the audience to sleep with it.
The show opened withastrong
versionof “American Girl,” and
stayed at that level through “The
Damage You’ve Done.” As a hint

groove that cannot be achieved
without a tight, organized band.
Every time the band hit a groove
it was lost by Petty, who chose to
treat each song in a fragmented
and sloppy manner.
Bythetime“SomethingBig”
rolled along, I was more interested in the creations being made
out of light sticks by the women
in front of me than in Petty’s

of things to come, however,
“Breakdown” was ruined by
Petty’s desire to cheer on fan
singing instead of doing his job.
Rather than using the strength of
the music to carry the show, Petty
depended upon the inebriated state
of the crowd and the video screens
behind him to set the mood. From
the lawn at Great Woods, however, the video screen is nearly
indecipherable, so Petty’s technique was rendered ineffective.

dragging posturing. Strong versions of “Jammin’ Me” and
“Don’t Come Around Here No
More” could not redeem the rest
of the set, and neither could fine
performances by guitarist Mike
Campbell and piano player
Benmont Tench.
Musically, the main problem
was that songs lost their original
energy towards the end. There

were some unacceptable no-plays,
including “Don’t Do Me Like
That.” With the success of his
first solo album, Full Moon Fever, Petty seems to think he has
proven himself imusically, and he
now sees his job as bringing his
fans together iiS one. Judging
simply from this show, though,
Tom Petty sill tias a lot of work
left to do.

Big Brother / Big Sister

The sing-along continued
through a semi-acousticset with
“The Waiting” and “Rebel.” This
part of the show was disorganized -- there seemed to be no set
plan for when the band would
join in or stay out of songs. Spontaneity would have been more
successful for an improviser such
as Bob Dylan, Elvis Costello, or
the Violent Femmes, but Petty’s
music demands a rock and roll
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LETTERS

ing with the noble ideas of Voltaire,
I can only say thank goodness
Damslet still has a place to speak
saying that I had been “offended/ his mind - before the newspaharassed.” And Damslet might per, too, is censored.
quickly find himself on Level I1
Probation, serving fifty hours of Steven Capozzola ~ 9 2
community service. But in keep-

continued from page 2

AP news briefs
retary of StateJames A. Baker I11
said today continued Soviet
continued from page 2
weapons shipments to NicaraDel Valle said the company gua will be a priority issue when
expected to have service com- he meets later this week with
pletely restored to San Juan by Soviet Foreign Minister Eduard
Wednesday and to 80 percent of Shevardnadze in Wyoming.
the island by the weekend.
“We’re a little disappointed
Damage to San Juan’s Luis in what’s going on down there,”
Munow International Axport also Baker said, refemng to the role
was estimated at $20 million.
of the Sovietsandother East bloc
The governor said two islands, countries in building up the
Vieques and Culebra, were the Sandinista military arsenal.
most severely affected areas of
Baker told a news conference
Puerto Rico. He said Culebra’s that most of the Soviet weaponry
only hospital was heavily dam- arrives in Nicaragua via third
aged and most of the patients countries. He added that the
were transferred to a makeshift Soviets could put a stop to the
hospital established in a retire- practice if they so chose.
ment home.
President Bush said Monday
Hugo appeared to have dealt a in Helena, Mont., that the inheavy blow to Puerto Rico’s creased flow of Soviet bloc arms
tourism industry. Many hotels to Nicaragua indicates “not a very
were damaged, although most kind and gentle approach to this
managed to stay open.
hemisphere.”
Damage was extensive in the
Bush spoke after the State
capital’s Condado tourist and Department said Soviet bloc
residential district on the weapons deliveriesto Nicaragua
beachfront, which is dotted with have continued at a rate of more
hotels, high-rise condominiums, than onea week this year, despite
boutiques and restaurants.
a cease-firedating back 18 months.
Soviet President Mikhail
US claims Soviet
Gorbachev pledged early this year
to cut off weapons deliveries to
Union continues to
the Sandinistas. But adminisuasend arms to Nicara- tion officials, insisting on ano-

BRIEFS

Friday, Sept. 22 at 5 p.m.
Conference Room, Campus Center
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WASHINGTON (AP)-- SX-

see BRIEFS, page 10
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Longy’sjazz faculty steps into a
variety- of styles at Septemberfest
-

tic composition. Although this into the piano to pluck strings
softer piece was hampered by the with his fingers while the drums
Contributing Writer
public address system’spoor sound and bass summoned the horns
The Jazz Department at the quality, with a sweet, well-con- fromoutsidetheconcerthallwith
Longy School of Music took its trolled voice McCord Overme short, quizzical lines. Strickland
turn in Septemberfest 1989 last this obstacle as well as the rather, and Cervenka answered the calls
Wednesday with the op’r
cliched lyrics (“All we need is from the stage, entering from
“Jazz: Traditions and New Di- peace and love...”) An even behind the audience, slowly aprections.” The festival, a show- happier, swinging feel was pro- proaching the stage while “free
case for the school’s faculty vided by “Jazz Is...” with its jamming,” eventually “finding”
members, involved programs of celebratory refrain of “Jazz ain’t each other across the hall, and
chamber andethnicmusic as well nothin’ but soul!”
feeding each other with quick
as contemporary music and jazz.
“I Hear a Rhapsody” was the melodies. Smcklandand Cervenka
Wednesday’s sextet featured new basis for somefiery trumpet work successfully drew the audience
faculty member Semenya from Cervenka. His experience into the song, playing while
McCord, the winner of the 1987 with larger group such as the wanderingdowntheaislesbefore
Boston Music Award for Outstand- Tommy Dorsey Orchestra is ap- joining the rest of the group oning Jazz Vocalist. Peter Cassino, parent in an extremely loud, stac- stage for a final relaxing fadewho founded the jazz department cato-bursting style. One section out.
at Longy in 1979, led the group gave Cervenka and drummer
The closing number, Strickon piano. Seasoned performer Stan Wiener a chance to trade short land’s composition “Spow,” was
definitely a high point of the night.
Strickland traded offon tenor and solos, heightening the song’s fmsoprano saxophone, while Ken tic pace. The horns stoppedatone Cassino and Strickland, accusCervenka alternated between point, giving Zox a chance to tomed toperforming together in a
trumpet for the more exciting lead. Zox, equally proficient at quartet, were both animated for
pieces and the flugelhorn for the soloing as at maintaining a this swinging, Latin-feel jam.
comparatively mellow ones. “walking” bass line, kept up the Strickland led the verses with
Bassist Dave Zox and drummer pace, sliding wide intervals and soprano saxophone, Cassino Semenya McCord is the newest member of tbe sextet f1 rom 1
Bob Wiener provided a solid jumping Octaves all over the bass. pounded out the chords, and Bob LoWy School of Music’sjazz faculty.
rhythmic foundation for the group
A somewhatavant-gardepiece, Wiener kept everything moving keyboard on the floor for his toes the selections. Each performe;
in spite of the non-traditional, at “Us,” had the least structure of with a firm, fast beat, punctuat- to play.
hadaturn inthespotlight,though,
times confusing, combination of all the songs the group played, ing what little empty space there
The overall program, a wide and the presentation was a huge
instruments.
but with all its random and disso- was with rapid-fire rimshots or survey of the varying styles of success overall. The jazz faculty
McCord stood out in the Billie nant sounds, it was the one which hi-hat fills. Often Cassino’s feet jazz music, probably seemed less at h n g y left no doubts as to their
Holiday composition “Fine and Cassino and Strickland agreed was were moving more than his hands, than ideal to the performers due qualification to teach their great
Mellow,” an upbeat blues-based their favorite of the night. Too as if he were wishing for another to the lack of continuity between art.
tune which gave her mom for often such “collective free imlong, emotional lines as well as provisation,” as “Us” was lasomequick scat singing. McCord beled, is enjoyed less by the audiand Cassino complemented each ence than by the performers, but
straightforwardrockers, kezthe
As great a reception as this
by JOHN REED
other beautifully on Horace Sil- several surprises held the audioldies-hungry
crowd
happy,
and
version
of Spirit received, the other
Daily Staff Writer
ver ’s “Peace,” a serene, roman- ence’s attention. Cassino reached
the club erupted when Spirit broke old members, vocalist Jay
Spirit, the late 60’s psyche- into the classics “Mr. Skin,” “I Ferguson, bassist Mark Andres,
deliC/heaVY rock band, was res- Don’t Want You Around,” and and John Locke’s piano were all
~ ~ e c t elast
d Monday night at their biggest success, “I Got a sorely ,missed, particularly on
Nightstage in Cambridge. Though Line on YOU.”
S~irit’s
older numbers.
r
they were billed as the “OrigiCalifornia, soundingjust as he
In their heyday, Spirit was one
nal” Spirit, only two members did in the early days, is still Spirit’s
of the most innovative bands to
remain
from
the
first
and
best
sang lyrics through a megaphone
main attraction. Decked out in a
emerge from the 603, although
by ROB DAVIAU
Spirit line-up.
(‘‘Turn You Inside-Out,” “Ortie-dyed Bob Marley shirt and a
Contributing Writer
Charter members Randy Cali- red headband, he stole the show their time in the limelight was
ange Crush”), and once used a
fornia (vocals, guitar) and Ed with split-leaps and “bend over short. Shortly after the cult sucA lawn fullofwetbutenthusi- metal chair as musical accompaCassidy
(drums) were joined by backward’’ Hendrix-like antics. cess of “I Got a Line on YOU,”
astic fans withstood the rain and niment (“World Leader Pretwo session players, a keyboar- Unfortunately, California tended California’s dominance of the
cold Saturday, willing to remain tend”). But for the most part, the
dist and a bassist. The new line- to get a little carried away with group reportedly drove a few of
outdoors in the inclement weather songs sounded almost exactly like
other members in other direcup ran through an eleven-song set his guitar solos, which became the
.. ~at Great Woods in order to hear the studio recordings, which is
‘tons.
which was mostly dominated by st&& and dull when overplayed.
slightly disappointing since conR.E.M.
California’s long, improvisational
H~ndrix’sinfluence was-felt
The band opened the show with cert-goers would like to hear some
Had they hung in there, Spirit
solos. But the band did catch fire throughout most of California’s
an energetic “Stand,” promptly creative changes in the songs.
might
have become one of the
on a few numbers.
The only major disappointment
performance, especially on “Like
bringing the crowd of 12,000 to
greats. Although their performSeveral
tunes
from
their
new
a Rolling Stone” and “All Along
their feet. Singer Michael Stipe, of the main set was “It’s the End
album Rapture in the Chambers the Watchtower.” Although Bob ance at Nightstage proved sausdressed in a white, baggy suit, ofTheWorldAsWeKnowIt(and
fying, it is sad to see a band of this
pranced and contorted through- I Feel Fine).” Sound troubles (IRS) were quite good. “Love Dylan penned the songs, both were potentialreduced toacabaretac:.
Tonight” and “Dreams,” both covered by Hendrix.
out the song (and the show) with marred the first half of the song
a natural enthusiasm as though he and Stipe spoke the lyrics instead
was having a great time. R.E.M. of singing them, giving the whole
then proceeded with a seventeen- piece a muddled, confusing qualsong set consisting of songs mostly ity.
The band then came back for
from Green and Document, with
two encores, complete with a
a few older songs thrown in.
The visual accompanimentwas clothing change for Stipe, from
up to R.E.M. standard. A giant the white suit to cut-off jeans and
movie screen dominated the back a tee-shirt. The first encore conof the stage, and throughout the sisted of “Pop Song 89,” “Fall
show different films were pro- on Me,” and “You Are the Evejected against it, including clever rything” which Stipe dedicated
messages from the band. After to the audience. The second enthe first four songs, the screen core was a surprisingseven songs
flashed up the message: “Hello long, and contained pieces such
(insert your name here)/Are you as “King of Birds” and “Finest
ready to rock and roll?/It is great Worksong.” The only complaint
to be back in (insert your city is that these encores, at half the
here)/We are the band R.E.M./ length of the original set, gave
But you know that.” Perhaps the the audience a stop-and-go feelbest touch, though (and a change ing, as people slowly trickled out
9 p.m. in Eaton 133
Wednesday, Sept. 20th
from the earlier leg of their tour in an attempt to beat the horrenthat swung through Worcester and dously slow Great Woods exit
New and old members invited.
Boston), was the message that process, sure that each song was
read: “Please do not wait/ Until the last.
But these complaints are mithe quietest moment/ In the quietest song/ To yell/ “Radio Free nor. Saturday night showed that,
Europe”/As [bassist] Mike Mills after almost a year on the road,
R.E.M. still know how to put on a
does not like it.”
Experimenting with different show that can keep 12,000 cold,
musical sounds, Stipe at times wet fans happy.
by

-

Spirit reunites at Nightstage

It’s rainy and cold,
but R.E.M. feels fine

Animal Rights P ~ ~ v e m ~ ~ t

Genera! Interest Meeting

-
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Jumbos prove they’re a team for any kind of weatlher
ltrfts wins both indoors and outdoors while defeating Williams’ Ephmen, 6-3
beneath her, Doyle then awoke
from her nap to post a 6-4, second-set, come-from-behind victory. “The move inside affected
everybody’s game plan,” Doyle.
remarked. “It was hard to get
used to the indoor courts.”
“Jen had great determination
out there today,” Watson stated.
And her fnepwer really showed.
, In theother influential match,
Lederman came back from a set
down to prevail in the match that
proved to be key, since it gave
the Jumbos a 4-2 lead heading
into the doubles’ matches. Jumping ahead 4-1 in the first set,
Lederman faltered and ended up
losing, 6-4. Forgetting the first
set, she led 3-0 in the second set
before her match was also taken
indoors. Unfortunately, on the
move to the inside, Lederman
and her opponent got confused
on the score. The match was
delayed ten minutes before the
two finally resolved the matter
by saying that the score was
Lederman 2-0, love-40. This
turned out to be a crucial error
because it cost Merman the third
game of the set, so instead of
holding a comfortable three-game
lead, she was only ahead 2-1.
Still, she used the mistake to her
advantage by winning the second set, 6-3, and then captured
the match with a 6-4 third set.
’Other members of the-team
who posted victories were fourth
seed Karen Kaufman (6-2,6-1),
fifth seed Lisa Amatangell(6-7,
6-1,6-I), the number two doubles
tandem of ~ o b i n~ a t i s sand ‘
Amatangell (6-2, 6-2), and

by CRAIG JACOBS
Daily Staff Writer

With great comebacks from
their number three seed, junior
Jen Doyle, and their number six
seed, sophomoreAmy Lederman,

~~

_.

the Jumbos’ women’s tennis team
upped their record to 2-0 with a
6-3 victory over Williams. Although weather conditions played
an important part of this match,
forcing the team inside after only
a few games, the women overcame nature and the three-hour
ride to defeat the Ephmen.
As coach Jim Watson put it,
“the match was not a walkover,
but we pulled through anyway.”
To say the players pulled
through is an understatement. The
team actually scratched and
clawed with a great deal of resiliency, as was evidenced in Doyle
and Merman’s matches.
After squandering early opportunities, including three set
points, Doyle went to a tiebreaker
in the first set. In the tie breaker,
she was down 6-2 before she
finally came alive to win six
straightpointsandthe tiebreaker,
8-6.
Then, in the second set;Doyle
lost the first game before the
match was moved inside. While
still adapting to the new conditions and surface, Doyle then lost
the next three games. Suddenly,
as if somebody had lit a match

Kaufman and Lederman in the
number three doubles slot (6-2,
7-6).
Number one seed Dina
Esterowitz, though, had an off
day. “I just didn’t seem to keep
many balls in play,” she commented after her loss. Esterowitz
also lost her doubles match when
she teamed with Doyle. After
losing the first set, 7-5, Esterowitz and Doyle came back to take
a commanding 4-0 lead, only to
squander it and lose in a tiebreaker.
Also losing was the number
two seed, Kris Schraffa (6-3, 76). Schraffaapparently had been
bothered by a nagging toe injury
which limited her lateral movement in the match. While she
may not have fully recovered for
today’s match against the University of New Hampshire, she
will hopefully be completely
healed for tomorrow’s important
match against rival Wellesley.
In that match, the Jumbos will
have to bank on their depth in
order to cope with Wellesley’s
strong front three. Returning for
that team are Karen Cooper, the
number two player in the nation
in Division 111; Alexa Magna,
who recently transferred back to
Wellesley after studying a year
at Brown; and sophomore Mindy
Fountain, who played at the
number six position last year.
: Schraffa thinks that, .with

Talk with others
who have. A group is
forming for people who
have had a parent die.

forehand and my potent backhand, I think we will really add
some firepower to the lineup,”
Natiss remarked.
Filling Doyle’s position at
number one double will be
Schraffa, who has the same attack format which has made
Esterowitz so potent. The number three doubles slot will be
filled, barring any injuries, by
Kaufman and Amatangell.
With the depth chart now filled
and Natiss back with the team,
the Jumbos should prove a formidable match for Wellesley’s
team. But it isn’t written in stone
that Tufts will win. It’s just been
written, so far, all over the court.

Photo by Ron Stan

Tufts’ women’s tennis rolls again, defeating Williams
. .6-3.

America’s Cup American again
NY court overturns earlier ruling, returns Cup -toSDYC
NEW YORK (AP) -- The
America’s Cup was returned to
the San Diego Yacht Club on
Tuesday when an appeals court
reversed a decision that awarded
yachting’s most coveted prize to
New Zealand.
The New York State Supreme
Court’s Appellate Division affirmed the victory by Dennis
Conner and Stars & Stripes in
waters off San Diego last fall.
New Zealand had sued, arguing
that Conner’s use of a catamaran
violated the Cup’s deed of gift.
Justice Carmen Beauchamp
Ciparick of New York State
SupremeCourt agreed with New
Zealand last April 7. She called
the race “a gross mismatch,”

Have you ever
lost a parent?

Wellesley’s strong threesome, it
should help her and the rest of the
team get fired up. “It will be
good to play somebody who is
well-respected,” said Schraffa.
“Going in as the underdog means
that we have got nothing to lose.”
Tufts will be playing without
freshman Laura Melamed, who
is out due to a tom rotator cuff
and muscle spasms behind her
neck. However, team captain
Natiss returned Saturday, so she
will probably play singles and
doubles in the match against
Wellesley.
Natiss’ new doubles partner
will be Doyle, a perfect complement to Natiss’style. “With Jen’s

stripped San Diego of the Cup
and gave it to New Zealand’s
Mercury Bay Boating Club, But
a five-judge panel reversed her
decision on Tuesday and retupned
the Cup to the United States.
“San Diego’s catamaran was
an eligible yacht,” Justice JOseph F? Sullivan wrote in a 30page majority opinion. “It was
the winner of the two races held
on Sept. 7 and 9, 1988, for the
America’s Cup and...as the winner of the tworaces, is entitled to
the America’s Cup.”
Justice Israel Zubin of the Fmt
Judicial Department concurred
asuartof the4-1 maioritv.savine

“between true, yachtsmen, victory is pursued on the water and
not in the courtroom.”
“San Diego Yacht Club should
not be deprived mf hts victory
simply because the: design of its
vessel was more ininovative and
more successful in achieving its
purpose than that of the challenger,’’ Rubin saidl.
Justices E. Leo Milonas, and
Richard W. Ws!lachjoined Sullivan and Rubin in the majority
opinion. Justice Bentley Kassal
dissented, saying, “I cannot accept that such a gross mismatch
was permissible uinder the deed
of gift.”

Welcome all to the first general meeting of the

CHINESE CULTURE CLUB
-

Call the Tufts University
Counseling Centerfor
more information.
381-3360
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TIME:

9:OO p.m.

PLACE:

Asian House
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Jumbos can’t get on
track, lose to Clark
by ERIC SCHLIESSER
Daily Staff Writer

Proving the reality of New
England women’s soccer -- that
“everybody can beat everybody,”
according to Tufts coach Bill

I

.

I

Gehling -- Clark handed the
Jumbos a 1-0 loss in Tufts’ season opener last Saturday.
A 1-0loss is not the end of the
world, but in a 14-match schedule, every loss hurts. This one
hurt particularly, because among
the players and staff, the general
feeling is that Clark could and
should have been beaten. “We
lost,” explained Gehling, “to an
inferior team.”
“We came out flat, and Clark
tookadvantageof that and scored
an early goal,” stated co-captain
Karen Humphrey. “The second
half was better. We controlled
the ball, created the chances [eight
comers, two or three good opportunities] but had unlucky
misses. It was really unfortunate.”
Cougar senior striker Lesley
Stem took a pass from freshman
forward Micaela Garafalo and
scoredjustpast the halfway mark
in the first half. “After a scramble

Last weekend I went to a party and drank the alternative beverage. I hate the taste of ginger ale
because it always reminds me of when I was six
[Stern] was left unmarked on the
and had the flu, and ginger ale and toast were the
right side of the penalty-box,”
only things that I could drink and eat. Although I
recalled Jumbo goalie Erika
did not enjoy the taste, I drank it now for Sock’s
Barnes. ‘‘From 15 yards she struck
sake.
the ball with the outside of her
S e e , “Sock”
Dan Schorr
left foot, with the ball curving
was Louis Sockaway from me. It was the kind of
sports schorrts ‘alexis, the “first
situation where if you make the
American Indian
save it’s spectacular, but in this
to play major league baseball,” according to a
case my body was out of position
well-written article by Ed Rice in this month’s
to do that.”
Yankee magazine, the literary periodical that has
At the half, Gehling switched no ties to the baseball club of the same name. “A
freshman Lisa Liberty (who was
fellow player once claimed (Sockalexis) could hit
erroneously identified as Kata
a ball as far as Babe Ruth, run faster than Ty Cobb,
Bates last week) to the all-im- field likeTris Speaker,and throw like Bob Meusel.
portant sweeper position, breakYet Louis Sockalexis is little known and rarely reing his own rule of never letting
membered.”
a freshman play in that particular
Born of the Penobscot Indian tribe in Old Towne,
spot, and Kate van Keuren to
Maine, Sockalexis was a man who undeniably had
midfield. This move created more incredible potential. “Louis Sockalexis had the
chances in front of the opposing most brilliant career of any man who ever played
goal, but was to no avail.
the game,” wrote Hall of Famer Hughie Jennings
One can argue that injuries in 1926. “At no time has a player crowded so
played an important role in this many remarkable accomplishments into such a
defeat, and while Gehling refuses short period of time. He should have been the
to use that as an excuse, the fact greatest player of all time.” But, as theold proverb
is that it was of some influence. says, there is nothing worse than the waste of
Important midfielders Nancy Van potential.
Raalte and co-captain Kristin
In 1895, “Sock” took the suggestion of a
Whiting and defender Bates were summer league teammate and enrolled at Holy
all unable to play against Clark. Cross College. At Holy Cross, Sockalexis per(A quick return to action for Van formed the greatest of feats with the greatest of
’ Raalte is expected, but Whiting
ease. The articlereferred to such performances as
might take a little bit longer to be stealing “six bases in one game, pitching three nocompletely fit, and Bates will be hitters, smashing dormitory and chapel windows
sidelined for the timebeing, giving with titanic homeruns, and amazing spectators
with 400-foot throws from the outfield.”
see WSOCCER, page 10

Tufts drops first match,
2-1 to Conn College
its second goal, taking a 2-0 lead But the%mbosran out of time to
Daily Staff Writer

Tufts men’s soccer team
opened its season last Saturday
on a disappointing note. The
Jumbos squared off against a
talented Conn College team but
were not able to achieve a vic-

late in the game, that the Jumbos
snapped out of their collective
daze and played like a well-disciplined, cooperative unit. Better passing, intensity, and more
scoring chances were created as
a result.
As aresultof theintensepressure created by the Jumbos, senior SteDhan GianoDlus finally

F
l
Soccer

net a tying goal.
Junior fullback Steve Dray,
one of the few Tufts players to
have a fine game, said “in the last
20 minutes or so, we showed
what kind of team we really are.
If we play the rest of our games
with that kind of intensity, then
we’ll be a great team.”
Even difficultlosses can bring

tory for their home fans, losing
2-1 to the Camels.
From the start, things were
not working well for the Jumbos.
“At the beginning it seemed as
though they were just nervous,”
commented coach Carl Christensen of his players. “After not
controlling the play much after
the first eight minutes or so, I
thought we would be able to settle
down, but I just kept waiting and
waiting.” The team certainly
showed signs of opening-game
jitters, while not displaying a
significant amount of discipline
and intensity.
“Our guys just weren’t beating the opponent to the ball and
fighting to keep possession,”
Christensen continued. “I guess
they just weren’t ready to play,
although 1thought we were more
than ready going into the game.”
There is no statistic kept for
time of possession in soccer, but
this was perhaps the key flaw
that plagued Tufts for most of the
game. After Conn Collegescored
their first goal, the team was
frustrated and angry, but the
Jumbos failed to use those emotions to shift the momentum of
the game. The Jumbos looked to
be in better shape than their
Photo by Karl Schatz
opponent, but the advantage of
better condition went for naught Despite this magnificentsave, Tufts goalie Jimmy Doykos and his
as things did not go Tufts’ way. It teammates were unable to beat Conn College.
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The sweet refreshing drink

Opening up on a sour note
by SEAN MELIA
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Two years later, after a brief stint at Notre
Dame, Sockalexis found himself in jail after breaking up a local establishment, according to independent research. It was then that a friend suggested to the Cleveland Spiders that someone go
bail him out. In a few days, the only things that
were going out were the baseballs “Sock” was
hitting. His talents made him an instant box office
attraction.
In his New York debut at the Giants’ Polo
Grounds, Sockalexis faced future Hall of Famer
Amos Rusie. Known as “The Hoosier Thunderbolt’’, Rusie was a past 36-game winner with a
ferocious curveball. In addition, earlier that season, Sockalexis beat the Giants and Rusie with a
heart-felt extra-inning base hit. According to a
recount, Rusie vowed revenge by saying that he
would use his curveball to “strike the damned
Indian out.” Well, all the “damned” player did
was hit Rusie’s first pitch out of the park.
But Sockalexis’ flame of glory soon flickered
out.
Along with theraregiftsof speed, strength,and
agility, Louis Sockalexis was also given a taste for
alcohol. As amatterof fact, by the time Sockalexis
reached the majors, he had a clause in his contract
that forbade drinking. Alcohol was the reason
such a great star had such a short career -- 94
games to be exact. In 1913,Louis Sockalexisdied
alone in the Burlington, Maine, woods where he
was cutting logs for $30 a month.
While he left behind a self-sculpted monument
much like the plaques in the Hall of Fame, his
mainconmbution tothegamecamein 1915when
the Cleveland Indians baseball team was nicknamed after him. Perhaps if there had been an alternate beverage in the life of Louis Sockalexis,
there may have been a plaque in Cooperstown.
Suddenly, the taste of ginger ale is much more
appealing.

ROOM CHANGE
LOTTERY
All students in regular
dormitory housing are
invited to participate in
the Fall room change
lottery.
You may obtain
information sheets and
approval slips through
your residential staff:

All signed forms are due
in the
Housing Office, 72
Professor’s Row, on
Friday, September 22 by
5 0 0 PM
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Gianoplus’ goal wasted in disappointing 2-1 opening-day loss
MSOCCER
continued from page 9
out some positive aspects of a
team’s performance, though, as
Christensen stated that he “was
happy to see that some of OUT
younger players played well,
especially in the end. Reed Suss-

man, Brian Lonergan, and Dray
all played well. I was also particularly impressed with Gianoplus’ game.”
The coach also stressed that
the team will not take a different
approach for their upcoming
games. “Hopefully, we just played
our worst posible game of the

year. If we play up to our potential, we could be a very successful team.”
The coach also emphasized
the importance of learning from
mistakes. “The game will only
be a loss if we let it drag us down.
Then the loss turns into a defmi
which will lead to a disapuoint-

ing season.”
The players’ general feeling
was that the game was a fluke,
and they played as poorly as they
are capable of doing. The Jumbos look forward to their next
game on Thursday at Curry College. The Curry team is not as
talented as most of their other

foes, but the team refuses to not
take them seriously. ‘‘Curry is a
team that we have beaten in the
past, but we have lost [to them]
as well,” explained Christensen.
“We cannot take them lightly.
Right now we are just preparing
ourselves for Thursday, and we
cannot worry about anything else.”

Midfielders Van Raalte, Whiting expected back soon as Jumbos regroup after Clark loss was put into the back line -- at
one
point the whole defensewas
continued from page 9
from this year’s freshman class.
her time to recuperate.)
It also meant that certain players,
missing was
suffering from minor injuries, such
back Jana KaP1an.
m a n t as Anna Auseklis, were forced to
that some Jumbos were lhrown play the whole game.
into
Positions-FreshThe result of all of this was a
man Jennifer
for
’ somewhat disorganized first half,

WSOCCER

.-

cents for a subway ride would
continued from page 1
remain intact.
The MBTA will be holding
route into I-farvard Square. The public hearings in October to
simple subway route would cost solicit opinions from the com75 cents, while the combined bus- munity on the proposed changes.
subway route would cost $1.25. Diamond said that aftexthe MBTA
In addition to this change, the reviews all the available inforMBTA has proposed eliminating mation, a final decision will be
10 routes, reducing the frequency rendered.
of service on 21 routes and conHe said that one of those hearsolidatingorchangingnumerous ings will held be at Malden City
other routes, Diamond said.
Hall on Oct. 5 from 7-9 p.m., and
He said that the changes are another will be held at the State
necessary because of a recent Transportation Building in
arbitration award to the MBTA Downtown Boston on Oct 4 from
unions, guaranteeing a 20 per- 5-7 p.m. The Service Planning
cent pay increase over the next Office of the MBTA will be acthree- years. He said that. this cepting written comments until
increase will cause a $30 million Oct. 6.
dollar budget shortfall during that
“We want to cut servicewhile
keeping disruption to a minimum.
period.
“We don’t want to change the By consolidating service, people
service, but there are budgetary can still get to their destinations
limits. In addition to the route on public transportation, it just
changes, we’vefrozen new hires, may not be as convenient,’’Diawe’recutting 1OOjobsalongwith mond concluded.
the consolidations and we’re0
Fletcher School Associate
working to increase revenues,” Dean Andrew Evans said that the
Diamond explained.
route change would have an
Hesaidthatthe current feesof impact on students cross-regis50 cents for a bus ride and 75

AP news briefs
BRIEFS
continued from page 6
nymity, said Soviet weapons were
spotted last week being loaded
onto a Nicaraguan vessel at a
port in Cuba. The equipment has
since been delivered to Nicaragua.
The officials declined comment on a published report that
the weapons included three torpedo-carrying boats.
The leak of that sensitive information seemed calculated to
influence the upcoming meeting
Friday and Saturday between
Baker and Shevardnadze.

E .

Crist also received high marks surprisingly held to a draw on
from teammates and coaches Saturday by Amherst.
“We have potential. Real
alike. Furthermore, the team did
generate chances and.had con- success is in our reach,” accordtrol of the ball for most of the 1 ing to Gehling. “I have real faith
in this team, even though we had
game.
Tufts takes the field again today a slow start. I saw a lot of hopeful
at Conn College against a very signs in this game. We are improving.”
strong Camel side, who. were
.

Union pay increase caused need for route consolidation
MBTA

..

which allowed Clark to grab the
lead and eventually, the game.
But there were many encouraging signs, too. Lisa Liberty
proved that she was able to play
the sweeper position. “Lisa did a
great job,’’ exclauned van Keuren.
“We have great confidence in
her.” Fellow freshman Gretchen

Baker rejects criticism, says US pursuing active policy
toward Moscow
WASHINGTON (AP)-- S a retary of State James A. Baker I11
said Tuesday the United States
will no longer seek a ban on
mobile long-range missiles but
he hopes to wrap up a chemical
weapons agreement with the
Soviet Union this weekend.
While herejectedDemocratic
criticism that the adr;linistration’s
foreign policy has been too cautious, Baker shied away from predicting a date would be set for a
superpower summit meeting:
“What I will say for you is that it
is anticipated and intended that
we have a full discussion of the
possibility of a summit.”

President Bush said Monday:
“I feel under no rush on that
subject.”
With Congress being asked to
finance development of the
mobile, single-warhead Midgetman missile, Baker acknowledged
at a news conference -- his first
\
as secretary of state -- that confusion has arisen from the U.S.
negotiating position seeking bans
on both U.S. and Soviet mobile
missiles.
He said his aim was “to start
the ball rolling” in the slowmoving talks in Geneva to reduce globe-girdling U.S. and
Soviet nuclear bombers, submarines and missiles by 30 to 50
percent.
Still, the move to stop trying
to ban mobile missiles is of limited significance. The United
States had long taken the position that the ban would be lifted
after methods were devised to
keep track of each other’s mobile missiles.
Sen. Albert Gore, D-Tenn.,
called Baker’s announcement “a
very small step that has long been
awaited and expected because
the proposal for a ban always
was considered irrational, even
within the administration.”
Still, Gore said in an interview, “the decision to remove it
now is symbolically important.
It points toward a reliance on
singe-warhead missiles by both
sides, which greatly reduces

see BRIEFS, page 11

tered between Fletcher and the
Harvard University graduate
schools. He said that many use
the bus line transportation exclusively.
“In addition to it becoming an
inconvenience, in fact they would
have to pay twice, which would
1st make it an extra burden on

them,” Evans said.
He said that in Fall 1988,22
students went from the Fletcher
School to the Kennedy School at
Harvard for classes, while ‘26
Kennedy School students traveled to Fletcher.
In Spring 1989, 14 Fletcher
students traveled to Kennedy and ;

14 Kennedy students attended
Fletcher classes. Evans emphasized that these numbers do not
even include the Fletcher students taking courses at the other
Harvard graduate schools or
Fletcher studeintsliving off-campus in Cambridge who use the
bus route.

Tufts Republicaras
Meeting
Join the Conservative Force!
Attend Our First Meeting!
. .

Date: September 20

Time: 8:OO prn

Place: Lane Hall Rooiii 100

New and Old Members Encouraged
Special State OfEcials Will Speak
Il%at? Tufts
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Join us at T.U.T.V. 381-3243
Our first general meeting is:

Wed. Sept. 20 7:OOpm
in the TUW studio located on the 2nd floor
of Curtis hall. For more information call:
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Little information available to students in China
CHINA
continued from page 1
The students in Beijing started
a movement which quickly spread
to many other cities in China. At
the time, it was difficult to get
accurate informationabout what
was happening in Beijing, Green
said.
The only way people got informationwas by word of mouth,
according to Green. Since it was
impossible to discover the truth
on the television news or in the
newspapers, people had to rely
on telephones and telegrams.
Green and Kam explained that
they were able to obtain information from shortwave radio
broadcasts and by telephoning
their parents in the United States.
“There was something really
screwed up about having to call
12,OOO miles away to find out
what’s going on in your city,”
Green said.
She also said that at the time,
she did not realize the extreme
amount of attention being given
by journalists in both the United
States and the international
community to the events occurring in China.
“At some point along the way
we realized [that] this was something really big. It was history,”
Kam said.
Many students in Nanjing
stopped going to class and began
demonstrating almost everyday.
“There was a sense of urgency.. ..
Thousands of students would
march in the street and totally
block traffic. The city was virtually shut down for a while,” Green
explained.
At first, the demonstrations

.
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were an excuse to m o m the death
of Hu.As more and more people
joined, “it turned into a prodemocracy movement,” said
Kam. “More people joined because there was safety in numbers, but many students were
afraid. They did not want to
demonstrate because they felt
there was no way to push the
Chinese government into any
quick change.”
At the beginningof the movement, Kam’s Chinese roommate
didnot want todemonstrate.“My
roommate said the government
is too strong, you can’t change it
the way we want to change it. We
just want to be heard,” Kam said.
Green also said that her roommate initially did not want to
participate in the protests. “When
you’d go to a demonstration, there
where plain-clothes policemen
everywhere,snappingpicturesin
your face. They were videotaping [the demonstrations] and
taking people’s pictures so that
they would have them on file and
could later harass and arrest them,”
Green explained.
Demonstrating was risky for
other reasons as well. “By getting involved in the demonstrations, they [the students] were
putting their college educations,
something that very few people
receive in China, on the line.
Once thingsgot going, my roommate, in particular, realized that
this was somethingreally important and something that she really needed to protest for... despite the threats,” Green said.
The Basic Issues
Reflecting upon the political
situation in China, both Kam and
Green expresseddismayover the

actions of the Chinese government, explaining that the issues
which were confronted in Beijing were very basic. “Political
feelingsaside, these are issues of
basic human rights. The human
rights violations that go on there
are just phenomenal,” Green said.
According to Green, the Chinese students were not all protesting for democracy as it was
perceived by Americans. “Not
all of the studentsinvolved in the
demonstrations necessarily understand all of the political workings of the US and could not
fathom, even if they wanted to,
the freedom that we have here
compared to what they have
there,” she said.
“You don’t start thinking about
China as a one-person-one-vote
society. They want to be able to
say, ‘I disagree with this policy,’
and not have to worry that, as a
university graduate, they will not
be hired for a professional job,
[and] will be on an assembly line
in a factory until they are eighty
years old.”
Kam said that originally the
students only demanded less
government corruption and despotism, and fewer privileges for
the Congress and the high officials in the Communist Party.
The situation in China helped
both Green and Kam to better
understandwhat it means to have
the rights enjoyed in the United
States. “If I see people picketing
now, it has a whole different
meaning,” Kam said, “They have
the right to do so.”
“The fact that I read a newspaper that has news everyday,
and that the New York Times is
delivered to my house seven days

-

a week, is incredible,” Green said. for four months and a part of us is
It was very difficult for the
two students, as foreigners, to
observe the overall struggle between the Chinese government
and its people. “We couldn’t do
anything about it, we were visitors in a foreign country. It was
supposedly their domestic problem, but we wanted to help because we were the ones that
symbolized what they wanted,”
Kam explained.
“It was definitely the most
frustrating time I’ve ever lived
through. It’s just such a stagnant
situation; it was so oppressive,”
said Green.
Vivid Memories
Nancy Green was in Tiananmen Square with a video camera
24 hours before the massacre.
She attempted, unsuccessfully, to
pose as a member of the foreign
press in order to tape four prominent Chinese hunger strikers.
When a student security guard
asked to see her press pass, she
had to tell him the truth.
“I showed him my Nanjing
University ID and told him that I
was an American student. ‘Okay,
go ahead,’ he said, ‘but show the
world,”’ according to Green.
Kam said that his most vivid
memory was the sight of his own
teachers participating in the
demonstrations.
of the scenes were coming out...
people dead on the streets, people
being beat up, tanks, troops ... it
was just an emotional overload
at that point.”
Both Kam and Green want to
go back to China at somepoint in
the near future. ‘We were there

AP news briefs
BRIEFS
continued from page10
vulnerabilities and fears of aggression.”
On arms control, Baker said
“we have to be careful not to
become frantic” in the quest for
treaties with Moscow. But he said
he hoped to conclude a chemical
weapons agreement in talks in
Jackson Hole, Wyo., this weekend with SovietForeign Minister
Eduard A. Shevardnadze.
The agreement would open
U.S. and Soviet stockpiles and
production facilities to inspection by the other side. Also, the
superpowers would exchange
information about their programs.
On another front, Baker said
he would offer proposals for inspecting U.S.and Soviet underground nuclear tests. This, he
said, could clear the way to Senate ratification of 1974and 1976
treaties to limit such blasts to the
equivalent of lso,o0o tons of l-lvr.
Last week, Shevardnadze
accused the administration of
“timidity” on arms-control issues
and not pursuing the openings
achieved by former President
Ronald Reagan.
0

TUFT’S FIRST

cH ILDR EiYs THEATER
REPERTORY CD:

THE TWKUELING
TREASURE TRUNK
When:
Sept. 20
Sept. 21

9:OO-11:OO
630-11:OO

For details see
Arena Callboard
or call
Jenleigh 623-2154
Marla 391-3167

Where:
Jackson Lounge

SPQHSQREDBY:
3B’S AND L,C.S,

still there,” said Kam.
“By going back, I can help
people that I know there,” concluded Green. “I can bring them
applications to graduate school.
I can give them money. I can give
them Madonna tapes that they
wouldn’t get otherwise.”

Leaving China Behind
After their university program
ended, both Kam and Green had
plans to tour China. Kam was
joined by both of his parents,
while Green was joined by her
mother.
But both students had to cut
their trips short.“Mymother and
I didn’t find out about the massacre until two days after it happened,” Green said.
She said that they met some
Auslralian touristS who were being
evacuated by their embassy and
then decided to call the American embassy. “ The embassy
personnel were completely ridiculous...absolutely no help at all,”
Green said.
After a couple of days of
waiting in the airport, Green and
her mother were eventually able
to leave, five days after the massacre had occurred.
Kam and his parents were in
Nanjing, planning to leave for
Shanghai when the massacre
occurred. At a hotel, they happened to find out about a charter
flight for aTaiwanesetour group,
which was leaving Nanjing and
flying directly to Hong Kong.
“When I got to Hong Kong,
the story of the massacre was
still breaking on the news and in
the newspapers,”Kam said. “All
Senate Majority Leader George
J. Mitchell, D-Maine, said Monday that the administration had
failed to encouragechange in the
Eastern’bloc and was “feeling
almost nostalgic about the Cold
War.”

President plants tree,
prods Congress
SPOKANE, Wash. (AP) -President Bush, sharing a platform with House Speaker Tom
Foley at a centennial tree-planting ceremony, prodded the
DemocraticcontrolledCongress
on Tuesday to move more quickly
on his clean-air proposals.
Bush challenged Democratic
leaders to finish work on his proposed overhaul of the Clean Air
Act of 1974 this year -- a target
Foley, the nation’s top-ranking
elected Democrat, had called
possible but “unlikely.”
Suggestinghis legislation had
been languishing in House and
Senate committees, Bush declared, “Every day that passes is
another day we’re postponing
progress on clean air.”
I
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II We are so glad
Hey AOPi!
II
to be back! We are
Lotso~Alp~aLove,~~rah,
Donna,
& Julie.
’

3P’s will be accepting
proposals
for the Parents’ Weekend Show
(Oct 13-15). Forms are available,
immediately. at the Arena. For
more info, call Maw Brett Rogers
at 776-0185. AlsO-prOPO~lSare
being accepted for the 3’’s minor
production.

__-

12 Step Meeting

if YOU feel Out of control and
wish life could be better. Together
we can take things “One Day at a
Time.”
US

“Have Trunk Will Travel“
We are the Tufts Traveling Treasure Trunk and we are looking for
new talent. Auditions are Wed. 911 pm and Thurs. 6:30-9 pm (sign
up in the arena). Come find out all
about Children’s Theater!

Audltlons!
for the Tufts Traveling Treasure
Trunk (Children’s Theater Repertory Co.) ‘sign up for a time on
Arena call board’ Auditions are
Wed.9-11 pmandThurs.6:30-9pm
in Jackson Lounge. See you there!

Do You Love Children?
We do, too! Come audition for the
Traveling Treasure Trunk (children’s theater co.) Wed. (tomorrow) 9-11 pm. Thurs. 6:30-9 pm.
Sign up for a time on the Arena call
board.
Cheap Sox
will be holding auditions on Sun,
Sept24. Sign upon the Arenacallboard. For more information call
Julie Dubiner at
628-0149.

-------Tr--

Children’s Theater at
Tufts!
Auaitions for the Tufts Traveling
Treasure Trunk are now. Wed. 9I lpm. Thurs. 6:30-9pm. Sign up in
Arena (call bard). If you can act
and love children. we want you!

The Tufts Traveling
Treasure Trunk
Children’s Theater Company is
lookingfor new members! Perform
for children and have fun! Join us!
Audition: Wed 9-11 pm, Thurs.
6:30-9 pm. Sign up on the Arena
board.

-

Services
Babysitter Available (Have
Car)
Weeknights and weekends. Love
children. References available.
Call Caitlin Welles 629-8287
nights.

““EARS FOR PEERS”’
A confidential, anonymous peer.
support hotline. 7 days a week, 7
pm to 7 am. Call 381-3888.

*

=
*“EARS FOR PEERS”’
A student-run hotline which is
completely confidential and
anonymous. Call usif ou haveany
concerns about Iile, school,
friends, personal problems, or
anything else. We‘re here to listen-no problem is too big or too
small. 381-3888.

TYPING OR WORD
PROCESSING SERVICE.
395-5921
Student Papers, Theses. Grad
School Applications, Graduate/
Faculty Projects. Tape Transcription, Resumes. Multiple Letters.
etc. on IBM. Reasonable Rates.
Serving Tufts students and faculty for ten years. Five minutes
homTufts. CALL395-5921. ASK
FORFRAN.
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Birthdays

To Sara,
Have an arousing birthday. Love
your secret admirers, Paul ant
Chris.

NETTA MIA
IHave a HAPPY BIRTHDAY if you
can ever get out of the P-CHEM
Lab with the, Uh, "Extra TA:
Nineteen and climbing - Don't lose
too much at the racetrack.
Luv D 8 F.

Housing
Spring Sublet 'Available:
single mom with big closet on floor
w!th living, kitchen, and bath. Few
minutes walk to campus. Great
roomates. Price negotiable. Call
Doug 666-5772.
Roommate Wanted
Wanted a male roommate (preferably vegetarian) to share a two
bed room condo in Medford. $350/
mo. with heat and hot water. Call
3958310 eves.
3 Bedroom apts. Available
immediately.
$870. Heat + water included in the
rent. No fees, newly painted +
renovated, walking distance to
campus-9 apts. available. Call
396-8386 days, 483-1045 eves.
ask for Herb Or Armand.
Spring Housing
1 room available on Winthrop St
practically on campus. Cheap
rent, big room completely furnished. Don't pass it up! Call
Nancy at 391-9252 for more info.

Emergency:
Roomate needed to share sunny 3
brm. apt., avaailable immediately.
Rent $2901 month (includes
heat+water). Sept. rent paid in
full. Recently painted. Back
porch. Washerldryer in basement. Call 3956219 for more info.
Female preferred.

.

.

Apple
including disk
dr. Ilc
r m i t o r and
cables. 36 old in great cond. iric.
soft ware. Call Eric 62&0752.
$500 or best offer.
. '

BICYCLE

acspeed,
'cessories. $250 or best offer.
Call Dan 6251006 until I l p m .
VIDEO EQUIPMENT
We have outdated video equip
ment. including black and white
cameras, 34' decks, and good
storage cases. If interested,
please
381-3243 and leave
a
message. Note:
are
great for security equipment!
FINLOWS HOUSE OF CD's
Sick of trudging to Harvard
Square to buy CDs? 1'11 deliver
any of 20,000 CDs to your door
within 3 days at $2 under list. Call
Scott at 629-9384 and leave a
message.

Great Cat
needs a home.. 3yrs old, grey
short hair. Lovable, friendly, cute,
intellegent ( ~ u f t sB.A) Call 6298913.
Carpet
I'm selling a large (almost huge!)
mauve carpet. Almost new. not a
single lo mein stain on it! Call 6298440 to get the deal of your life.
Honda Accord 1981,
4 dr. auto, am/frn. dc. 80 k miles, 1
owner. vety reliable. 1250/b.o.
call Betsy at 776-6855' leave
message. .

LARGE FURNISHED ROOM
AVAILABLE
in lovely home. Privacv. own bath.
laundry and kitchen -use, heai
utilities included.
$320/mOnth.
Rent is reduced in exchange for
childcare. West Medford- one mile
from Tufts on T bus. 396-7005
before 9pm.

Bed set for sale
Full size bed, matching bureau and
nightstand. Walnut veneer, good
cond,
together. or separate.
All for $200/b.o. Call Denise or
Joe, 721-4953.
,
GuitarlKeyboard Amplifier
for sale. PEAVEY BANDIT with
footswitch and wheels. Only used
by a little old lady on Sundays.
$225, call Mitch 629-9340.

For Sale
STEREO TUNER
1987 SAE stereo tuner. Perfect
condition. S1001b.o. Call Russ
625-2096.

MGB 1979 Black
Convertlble

THE ROLLING STONES
2 tickets left for Fri Sept.29.
Great seats 4th row. Call Greg at

.--______

T~~ quality,excellent
mndition,

STONES
TICKETS seats,
7 available.
Unbelievable
~ ea
. or b.o, 3g63rd R ~ $150
7724.

Housemate WantedCollege Ave. Male or Female, Age
25+,Wanted to share large, quiet,
sunny apt adjacent to campus.
Fully furnished: available Bdrm.
partially furnished. No smoking,
no pets. $30O/mo. + util. Call 6 2 5
6983.59 pm.
Practically o n Campus!
Modem 314 bedroom apt on 2 levels. Conwell Ave. eat-in kitchen,
w/ref dishwasher, minrored wall,
hdwd floors, carpeted Iv. rm.
washerld er incl Parking Avail.
$1300 C$ 1-8OOi3323528 or (617)-344-7833.

.
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THE AUDIO CONNECTION
RE TU R N,S!
For the 8th consecuttveYear, The
Audio Connection provides the
,Tufts community unbelievable
savings on all major brands of new
stereo equipment. Located right
On campus. we list complete SYSand
conceivable cornponent at discounts even better
than
at !Oca1 and New
.York stores, all with full manufacturers USA warranties. Maxell
XLll tapes are $1.99 each in cases
of 9 and TDKs are in stock. Call
Otis at 666-9443 or Rich at 7763242 now for more information.
THE AUDIO CONNECTION!!!
FUTONS,

F

r.nu

MES AND

S!!

y with Free
oam futon 8
full all cotton
west prices. If
r deal- we will
139.

message.

391-0457

Wednesday, September 20,1989

Calvin and Hobbes

1984 Plymouth Colt
4 speed, stereo 40k mi; runs great
$2500/b.o. 643-7773 eves.
High Quality Computer
Paper
delivered to your room. 1000
sheets $18.99. 2500 sheets
835.99. Maxell and Sony disks, all
sizes. Call 391-9341.

Wanted
Looking for a Job?
Eaton Cafe needs delivery people
(1-2 hrs in the morning, car unecessary), workers, and an assistant manager. Applecations are
available at .the Info Booth or
Hayes House. Due Wed. Sept 25.
Big money for small hours
Newspaper Delivery People
needed for weekends. Call Brett.
Ruth 666-5868 eves.
BABYSITTING/
HOUSESITTING:
Resmsible individualsneeded fort
either of (1) occasional evening,
babysitting of active 6 year old
and/or (2) occasional weekend
housesitting and caring for 2 cats
and dog. Call 662-2973 (Melrose)
or ~3843.
Wanted!!!
Students and Clubs to join the '84
90 Student Travel Services'
Sales Team. Earn CASH and/or
FREE Winter and Spring Break
vacations. Travel with the best to
our excition ski and sun destinations. For more information call 1800-648-4849.

TRY

Work foir Peace and
J i i st i c e
Change US. Flolicy towards Ce
bal America. The Ceniral A m
can Solidarity Association is hirii
evening phoncibankers for $7.'
an hour. Pleas1call Malkah or Pa
at 492-8699.
Excellent Part-Time
Earning1 Potential
Telemarketing skills preferred b
not necessary, Hrly + bonus. F
knowledge
helpful.
Ca
homesearch. INC at (617) 62
1943.

I! You Love Kids,
have great jobs! Part-tim
Qexible hours. Earn $6-$8/ho
aking care of kids in their homes
he greater Bo!jton area. Call Jz
nt Parents in a Pinch: 739-KIDS
NB

WANTED!
need a ride down to CT or NY
lither this Fri 01 Sat. 9/22-9123. I
)ay for the gas. Call 6254202 an
isk for Lisa.

"There has never been a major world leader
named Floyd."

CARE WHAT'S WRONG
ROPE

STUDENT OFFICE
ASSISTANT WANTED:
Responsible student to assi
staff with phoires, mailings, da
collection. photocopying. filin
and manage office when staff
not availablle. Typing and tel
phone experience preferre
Computer and French langua!
background helpful. 8-12 hrs. p
week. Call European Center C
fice at 381-3290. ask for Janil
Smith.

Quote oftlie Day

by Bill Watterson

FIGUT, 50 I WRLKW AWRY

OFFICE PERSON NEEDEI
Afternoons aned weekends ava
able. Light se8:retariaU receptio
ist skills helpful. Will bain. C;
Peter at 396-7724.

m BE NICE TO

AND MOE KEK MY TRUCK.

-from the book Actual Facts
The Crafts House
mal 9.20

Doonesbury

0

BY GARRY TRUDEAU

Subscript ions
Hundreds of parents and alumni n o w receive each week's issues mailed
home in a convenient weekly package.

NAME
ADDRESS

CITY

STAT-

ZIP
Tuffs llaily

Enclose check made out to The Tuffs Daily.
625 through 6/90.

P.O. B o x 18
S
MedforCl,
u b s c r i p t i oMA
n Dept.
02153

The Daily Commuter Puzzile
ACROSS
1 Culture gel

JEFFREY
MARTIAN

5 Love

by Dave Gold
AM, F O R 6 0 K

YOU

SHOULD O M Y T A M

CLASS1FIED
INFORMATION
All Tufts studenis must submit classifieds
i person, prepaid. in cash. All classifieds
l u s t be submitted by 3 pm the day before
publication. All classifieds submitted by mail
must b e accompanied by a check. N o classifieds m a y be submitled over the phone. Notices a n d Lost a n d Founds are free a n d r u n
only o n Tuesdays a n d Thursdays, Notices
are limited to two per university organization
oer week and must b e written o n Daily forms
and submitted in person. Notices cannot b e
Jsed to sell merchandise or advettise major
?vents. The Tufts Daily is not liable for any
jamages due to typographical errors or misxintings except the cost of the insertion,
which is fully refundable.

For more information,
call 381-3090.
Monday - Friday gam-6pm
and Sunday lpm-6pm.
Miller Hall, Rear Entrance,
Medford MA 02155

THAT SCRAMBLED WORD GAME
by Henri Arnold and Bob Lee

*
Unscramble thew four Jumbles,
one letter to each square, to form
four OrdinaN words.

10 Gloomy
atmosphere
14 Strong wind
15 Fortification
16 Neighborhood
17 Beginning
with
18 Signed up
again
20 Highway
hazards
22 Fixes
23 Trick
24 Indian
25 Rue
28 Old crone
29 Apothecary
weight
33 FL bird
34 Be Interested
35 Raw material
36 Ripened
37 Rescued
38 Assist
39 Chemist's
workshop
40 Waste
allowance
41 Penned,
42 Old TV show
44 TV Ely
45 Kind of pin
46 Cheese
48 Mata
49
in the
Sun"
52 King or Queen
56 Put out
58 Stead
59 Beverages
60 Maternally
related
61 Place of. bliss
62 Saucy
63 Ceremonies
64 Vaccine
doctor
DOWN
1 Turk. chlefs
2 Breath of
horror
3 Lily piant
4 Directed
5 stop

Q 1989 Tribune Medla Services. Inc.
All Rights Resewed
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. Yesterdav's Puzzle Solved

"- -

WHAT THAT ECCENTWC
DOOR-TO- DOOR

SALESMAN MUST
HAVE BEEN.

HAPNOR]
U

I

I

Answer:
Yesterday's

I

I

V

Y

Now arrange the circled letters to
form the surprise answer, as s u p
gested by the above carloon.

mJJ
-

''

(Answers tomorrow)
Jumbles: AVA!L TRAIT BANGLE COMEDY
Answer. They said the movie had a happy ending
because everyone was thisGLAD IT WAS OVER

31 Sharp ridge
32 Tempo
34 Ricochet
37 Allen
38 Thlngs
41 Had on
43 Cease
45 Hldden stores
47 Clamor

09120189
48 Speed
49 Garner
50 Wheel
holder
51 Roman road
52 Decree

53 Verdl
opera
54 Stagger
55 Basketball
shot
57 C1ne:pref.

